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SUBJECT:

UPDATE OF TRANSIT ACCESS PASS (TAP) AND FARE GATE
INSTALLATION

ACTION:

RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION

Receive and file status report on the TAP Program and fare gate installation at Metro
Rail stations.

At the September 2009 Board meeting, KMPG presented a management review of the
TAP system. Subsequently, the board directed staff to address identified areas of
concern, evaluate future gate installation and bring a report back to the Board.

DISCUSSION

Staff first reviewed the KMPG study findings and implemented numerous follow-up
actions. The below sections summarize the actions taken by staff in response to these
findings.
Response to KMPG Findinas
The KPMG report identified several areas of concern: project complexity; goal definition
and agreement; project controls; resource requirements; and program costs. Staff has
evaluated findings and recommendations from KPMG and conducted additional
research among various constituent groups to identify the best path forward for the TAP
program. A follow-up meeting was conducted with KMPG to gain further insight into
findings. Staff then met with internal stakeholders to obtain input including
representatives from UTU, TCU and ATU as well as conducting a bus-operator focus
group to gain insight into specific operating issues.

External stakeholders including riders, TAP contractors and municipal operators were
also interviewed. TAP questions were included in a Customer Preference Study
(Attachment A) to gage customer perspectives. Meetings were held with Cubic and ACS
to review contracts and contract performance. Staff worked through various participating
municipal operator punch lists. In particular, staff met with Foothill Transit to address
operational issues and regional participation. To further improve communication, the
municipal General Mangers (GMs) receive monthly TAP briefings and it has been
decided a GM workshop should be conducted and is in the process of being scheduled.
Complexity of the TAP program is one of the driving factors of complaints. Operating
concerns are compounded by policy issues, which are further compounded by
implementation challenges. Staff's new approach is to isolate specific problem areas,
break them down, bring in the affected parties and identify a better path forward. Fours
areas of focus have been identified to address TAP concerns: Customer Issues;
Operational Issues; Capital Integration; and Regional Implementation.
Customer Issues
There are four basic areas that have impacted customers with regard to TAP: newness
of the system, customer service, distribution and specialized fare programs. From a
customer perspective, TAP is a new and different way to purchase fare media and
transact with Metro. While TAP was long in development, rollout to the majority of
customers went quite rapidly. Conversions of annual, monthly and weekly passes took
place over a span of months and culminated with a mass distribution of cards on board
buses to convert paper Day Pass users who were the largest segment of our pass
market to TAP. Over 500,000 cards were placed into circulation over a four-week
period.
The stress on the system was compounded by deficiencies in TAP customer service. In
particular, an ill-prepared and incomplete customer service operation was overwhelmed
by significant customer demand. Rapid distribution of permanent and temporary cards
coupled with program requirements that necessitated that customers possess a TAP
card in order to purchase specific fare media, also led to customer issues. These
issues were further compounded by the simultaneous conversion of many specialized
and reduced fare programs. Overall, processing applications, distributing appropriate
cards, educating customers while rolling out multiple programs created confusion.
Staff systematically responded to customer issues. The initial focus was the contracted
customer service provider. Staff and consultants worked with the provider to improve
responsiveness and repair gaps in service delivery. Working with the vendor network,
distribution issues were confronted as they arose. Metro's own customer centers, that
faced the brunt of customer ire, adjusted shifts to better serve patrons and established a
TAP service area on the plaza level of the Gateway building to assist conversion of
temporary cards. A fourth customer service window was added in the East Portal and
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telephone information personnel were cross-trained to support the customer centers
during the peak sales periods.
Customers have become more acclimated to TAP. As problems subside, TAP continues
to gain acceptance among customers. A recent survey indicated 61% of Metro
customers have TAP cards. Of that, 24% said they have experienced problems with the
card over the last six months yet 59% said they preferred TAP over paper passes.
Operational Issues
Along with customer service personnel, bus operators face the brunt of TAP discontent.
While operators did receive training and information, it in no way prepared them for the
onslaught of customer questions, concerns and confrontations. By the very nature of the
job, bus operators encounter infinite potentially volatile situations throughout the day. In
reviewing TAP and its impact on the bus operator, two situations were identified that
encompass the vast majority TAP/customer/operator confrontations. The first is a fare
dispute due to a lack of visible value on the TAP card. Patrons claim one value and the
fare box shows the card to be lacking funds, invalid or inoperable. The second TAP
dispute involves a patron who, after putting money in the fare box, requests a TAP card
(or some type of fare media) that the operator does not have. Lacking procedures and
the appropriate tools to resolve these issues, many operators (to their credit) have been
creative in attempting to mitigate customer confrontations.
Staff has drafted procedures to help operators during these situations (Attachment D).
The procedures, currently under final review, will enable operators to mitigate customer
confrontations. Specifically, an interim procedure will be implemented that allows bus
operators to use their hand punch to mark and identify questionable TAP cards and
convert existing inter agency transfers into emergency fare media. The procedures that
address these situations, as well as other operator issues, are in progress.
Capital Integration
Gating is the most visible TAP capital project currently underway. To date, gate
installations have been completed at all underground stations. This includes the
complete Red and Purple lines as well as the underground stations on the Gold Line
Eastside Extension. The next phase of gate construction will take place on the Green
Line with selected Blue Line stations and the remainder of the Gold Line to follow there
after. The completion of gating for all 41 stations is now scheduled for June 2010.
Board directed staff to identify costs of incorporating gating into future rail station
construction. Including gating in future rail station design efforts would greatly reduce
civil engineering construction costs compared to installation after the station is built.
Anticipating gate arrays in future station designs and ensuring infrastructures are
provided in accordance with building requirements would lower installation costs
(provided no additional real estate was required) and better integrate gates into future
operating environments. While station requirements differ depending upon
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configuration, it is estimated that adding gates to future stations would cost between
$177,000 and $345,000 per station (Attachment B). Staff is developing construction
policies for gating as we move forward with rail expansion.
New fare inspection devices are being reviewed for deployment with input from the Los
Angeles County Sheriff's Department. These devices will be smaller than the current
hand-held devices yet provide greater information to fare inspectors.
Locking gates requires the complete conversion of all fare media to TAP. A complete
conversion includes one-way rail tickets, transfers and Day Passes as well as Metrolink
passes. Locked gates also require additional monitoring and service support to manage
customer interface. These two factors would impact Metro's operating budget therefore,
staff is looking at other models for efficiently operating the gates.
One alternative operating model staff is developing potentially achieves the positive
aspects of locking gates without additional operating costs. By switching from a "locked"
environment to an "alert" environment, gates can be used as an identifier of fares that
require inspection. As a patron passes though a gate they will TAP with a valid card and
be identified for valid fare. A patron who passes through a gate with a paper fare or a
non-valid TAP card will be identified for inspection. This method still requires fare
inspection, as does a partially gated locked system. Gates could still be partially locked
if desired. This could enable individual access management of stations and greater
security for patrons in off-peak hours.
While the full cost/benefit of this scenario has not been completely analyzed, the
potential benefit is that not all fare media would have to be initially converted to TAP,
station agents would not be required and fare inspectors could stay at current levels.
Schedule delays have been the biggest concern with capital integration. Reasons
ranging form unanticipated civil engineering requirements, to special equipment
requests, to audit responses and contract disputes have delayed various capital
projects surrounding TAP. As the program normalizes, schedule estimation is
becoming more reliable. Gating is now on a predictable track, the central computer is
operational and fare equipment has been installed where requested. Technology issues
are subsiding and staff is moving closer to authorizing system acceptance.
Regional Implementation
The initial TAP partners are at various levels of participation. Staff has been working
with participating municipal operators to identify and correct specific operating issues.
Most regional problems appear to stem from the complexity of application. With all its
nuances, discounts and fare offerings, Metro maintains a complex fare structure by any
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standard. Metro is not alone. Municipal operator fare structures each have their own
complexities. When multiple fare structures are combined, the regional system becomes
daunting and somewhat unmanageable. Points of contention have arisen from this
complex operating environment. The complexities, compounded by the implementation
of a new system, customer expectations and operating glitches have created a
perception of instability. While the central computer that reconciles regional transactions
is reportedly installed and by all indications operating properly, trust in and
understanding of the system is still lacking. While staff is scheduling one-on-one
meetings to help resolve these issues, a greater regional commitment is desperately
needed.
Many municipal operators are taking a wait-and-see approach toward TAP. The thought
is to let Metro work through all the problems then join as the system proves its worth.
The problem, however, may not be with the system, but with lack of a comprehensive
regional approach. The EZ transit pass is an example of successful regional
cooperation. Customers and operators alike benefit from this seamless regional system.
Expanding on the regional application of the EZ transit pass program may be a
workable solution in resolving both seamless travel for the region as well as for TAP.
Coupling a regional fare structure and a stored value system for local use on TAP could
serve to resolve multiple operating issues as well as provide a superior offering to the
region.
While staff works with municipal participants to address their specific needs, the overall
seamless regional application of TAP has to remain as a primary goal of the program.
TAP must emerge as a program of choice for local operators. It appears that the
complexities of implementation coupled with a diverse understanding of its functionality
have, at present, muddied the waters for regional implementation. Some participants
are making modifications to the existing TAP system while others are taking a wait-andsee approach to the program. For TAP to succeed regionally and fulfill the dream of
seamless regional transit, Metro and municipal operators must come together in
agreement on a compatible operating system and regional fare structure that still
provides local operators independence and flexibility to run their own system.
As staff moves forward to improve TAP performance, alternative approaches continue
to surface. Requests have been made to investigate integration of magnetic (mag)
striping into the TAP system. The benefits of mag stripes include the low cost of fare
media and compliance with some existing fare systems. However, the rationale for
excluding mag stripes still remains: mag stripes are a high-maintenance, cost prohibitive
system that would be independent from smart cards (i.e. would require two sets of
programming). Mag stripes could work if the only purpose was to record a trip with no
assigned fare value - such as with Access Services. Another suggestion is adding
TRIM (Transfer Reader Issue Machine) units to existing fare box equipment that could
provide printed fare media and/or receipts. The same arguments of increased costs,
higher maintenance and more potential confusion apply here as well.
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Issues aside, staff is working with Cubic and GFI to see if there are solutions to
municipal operator requests. While Metro has committed solely to smart card
technology it does not mean that the municipal operators must follow suit. Retrofitting
for magnetic stripes or adding TRIM units to equipment would be at the discretion (and
cost) of each individual municipal operator. The sole requirement is that any system
selected would also be TAP enabled for regional compatibility.
Budqet
While TAP has endured its share of obstacles and delays, it remains within its boardapproved life of project budget. Annual capital expenditures are lagging due to capital
project delays and operating expenditures are lagging due to delays in contracting
milestones (such as initiation of the gating lease). A budget summary is attached
(Attachment C).

NEXT STEPS
As the TAP program matures, staff will continue to make program modifications to
improve operations and efficiencies as well as address concerns identified by KPMG.
As decision points come up, staff will bring actions or recommendations to the Board for
review or approval.

ATTACHMENTS
A. Customer Preference Survey Results
B. Light Rail Gating Costs
C. TAP Budget
D. Draft Operating Procedures for Handling of TAP Cards
Prepared by:

Matt Raymond, Chief Communications Officer
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Chief ~ommunicationsOfficer

Arthur T. Leahy
Chief ~xecutiveOfficer
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ATTACHMENT A
Customer Preference Study
Responses Regarding TAP
In December 2009, a telephone survey of 400 Metro bus and rail riders was conducted
by an outside firm regarding customer preferences on various aspects of Metro service.
Several survey questions were included regarding the TAP program. The survey found
that six in ten (61 percent) riders have a plastic TAP card. Of this sub-sample, one
quarter (24 percent) said they have experienced problems with their TAP card in the
last six months (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Six in ten riders have plastic TAP card and one quarter of those have
experienced problems in last six months

Experienced Problems with
TAP Card in Last 6 Months

Have a Plastic TAP Card

-_-. -. -_

Undecided

1

I

1%

By a two-to-one margin (59 to 30 percent), Metro riders prefer a plastic TAP card over a
non-TAP paper ticket for their day pass (see Figure 2). Interestingly, even among those
who have a TAP card and have experienced a problem with it in the last six months, 62
percent selected a TAP card over a non-TAP paper ticket (62 to 35 percent). Further,
those riders who currently have a TAP card and have used a non-TAP paper Metro Day
Pass at some point prefer, by a three to one margin (75 to 22 percent), a plastic TAP
card over a non-TAP paper ticket.
Figure 2:

Almost six in ten riders prefer to have Metro continue with the plastic TAP
card rather than go back to a non-TAP paper ticket

NeitherlBothl
Undecided
11%

A plastic
TAP card
59%

Light Rail Gating Costs
b Civil Costs include

- Mobilization: Labor associated with station preparation and installation
- Equipment: Capital costs of gating hardware
b

Average Green Line

$345K Istation *

b

Average Blue Line

$1 77K Istation *

* Cost varies considerably depending on station layout (range is from $90K to $194K

Certain stations cannot be gated without significant redesign to comply with FireI
queuing criteria

- Architectural conditions prevent gating at certain stations
- Analysis have been performed at existing light rail stations
- FirelLife Safety issues prevented gating of Atlantic station (Eastside Extension)
b Civil costs significantly reduced if gating criteria incorporated into station construction
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operations and will span several years. Implementation will require coordination of activities among multiple departm
multiple public agencies. Its goal a to replace all Metro Bus and 11 other Municipal Operator fareboxes, all Metro Ra
vending machines; vaulting; and revenue reconciliat~onequipment. It requires replacement of equipment at all fare m

Balance of Project Costs
Total Forecasted Expenditures

--

Board-Approved Life-of-Project
Increasel(Decrease)

Labor

-

-

I

No change in LOP
If your totaj forecasted expenditures exceeds the Board-approved life-of-project,please identie your mitigation strategy:

Please idenflfy mJkstones reached and other actklties worked on during the second quarter of P12010 and milestones expected to be
reached and ofher activities scheduled to be worked on during the &idquatter of FY2010:

1
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Please identify mikestoner reached and other activities wvrked on during Un second quarter of M O l O and m i k t o ~ expected
s
to b.
reached a d orher activities scheduI& $0be w o r ~ e don during tfre third quarter O~FYZOIO:
Completed gate installationat over 90% of the Red tine rail stations and completed much of the &I work required for gate installation on the G

I
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LM Anpeks County MetropolitanTransportation Authority

CW. 200351
Tile: Regional Service Center and Clwtinghouse
Project lwrrnagec Matsumoto, Jane
AnalyrPis Prepared By: Joseph Hernandez
Upgraded the CPQS network to new software to address issues with excessive phone connections ickntikd with We Regional 5.1 software and
impLKnent an 8W number for the CPOS connection to the Regional computer; Compbted System Integration Tedng st Cub% and initiated
regional testing in Metro's lab for the new Regional software; Conwed Antelope Valby Transit Authority cammuter service to TAP and pro-a
tramactions from eight participants in the Regional computer system; Held meetings with LA CityRick and Access Services to plan for their

conversion to TAP; We&& pass produds reached about 97% penetmt'ion rate, The regular fare monthly passes were at about an 80% penetrat'm

rate;Day passes on the bus were at a 100% penetration rate; Seniar/DisabJed passes were at about a 40% penetration ra8; Cokge passes were
abut 100% m w r t e d to TAP; and students were about 5% converted to TAP.

/ Thispmject was previously scheduled to complete on 6/30/2010. Please updlatte the anticipated completion date below:

Cf your anticipated completion date has changed, please explain the reasons for the schedule change and whether thk change will impact
the lifesf-project bud&&
The project cornplation date t
w changed due to delays by ACS in fully wnptemenging the! regional system to support pre-paid benefits, r e h A fa
p m m s , and carpprograms.
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ATTACHMENT D
POLICY AND PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE
HANDLING OF TAP CARD ISSUES ON METRO BUS FARE BOX
POLICY STATEMENT
It is the policy of METRO to collect established fares from customers and to
establish procedures to assist them when the fare transaction cannot be completed
satisfactorily.

PURPOSE
For some time operators have been struggling to deal with TAPIFare related
situations where the customer loses money into the fare box, a transaction failure
occurs, or the card presented is out-of-date, stolen (e.g. Hot listed), or otherwise will
not function. Heretofore, Operators could only request that a customer provide
contact information and the amount lost so that a refund could be processed. In all
cases, the customer would be invited to ride and a base fare would be subtracted
from the amount put into the fare box. The latter activity is subject to verification from
transaction records. This solution was unsatisfactory to both our customers and to
our operators.
This policy provides interim guidance on how to handle certain situations, allows the
Operator to give a "fare receipt" to the customer, and defines specific actions that
the Operator shall take in order decrease the instances of TAP card abuse and to
better serve the riding public. This policy will take effect immediately.
This policy will be updated when a more permanent solution to these issues has
been developed and implemented.

APPLICATION
This policy applies to all bus operators and employees that deal directly with our
customers when handling fares.

Chief of SBU

Approved: County Counsel or
NA
Effective Date:
Date of Last Review:

Adopted: CEO

POLICY AND PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE
HANDLING OF TAP CARD ISSUES

Fares and fare media must be safeguarded at all times. It is the responsibility of
Metro employees to properly account for fares and to attempt to collect fares at all
points of entry to the Metro system.
2.0 PROCEDURE

Exhibits 1 and 2 describe the type of incident confronting the operator and provide
guidance on how to resolve each of the situations. Exhibit 1 is a high level summary
of the scenario and action and Exhibit 2 provides detailed instructions. Situations
covered include:
I.TAP unit indicates "PASSBACK" (card is valid)
a. The card is valid and this occurs if the customer swipes the card more
than one time after a clear signal.
b. If the Operator observes a pass back, then quote the fare and follow
normal procedures in dealing with a pass back situation.
2. TAP unit indicates a "READ /WRITEwerror. This occurs when a valid card
is not read properly or a customer is using a non-TAP card on the fare box.
a. Ask the customer to re-TAP hislher card. If the card works, the card is
valid and the customer may proceed.
b. If the readlwrite error persists Operators shall:
i. Quote the fare
ii. Politely request to see the TAP card
iii. Make a single punch in one of the corners of the card and return
the card to the customer (See Exhibit 3).
iv. If there are already two or more punches on the card, inform the
customer that the card is no longer useable and that they will
have to obtain a new card. Retain the card.
v. Allow the customer to ride
vi. Return the cards to the Division Manager who in turn will send
the confiscated cards to TAP management
3. Customer has a TAP Card that displays "Hotlist" on the Operator Control
Unit meaning that the customer is holding a canceled, stolen, or otherwise
invalid card.
a. Politely ask the customer to surrender the card.
b. Allow the patron to ride and inform them to contact the TAP Service
Center to obtain a new card.
c. Operators are required to return all confiscated cards to their division
at the end of each assignment
POLICY AND PROCEDURAL GUIDANCE HANDLING OF TAP CARD ISSUES
Page 2
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4. Customer does not have sufficient cash or full fare to purchase a day
pass.
a. DO NOT USE THE SHORT FARE OPTION TO LOAD DAY PASS
ONTO TAP CARD
b. Quote the fare and allow the patron to ride when they are not able to
provide the full value of the day pass for their rider class.
5. Customer is short of cash or a pre-paid pass on TAP card indicates
"TOO LOW -$I .25"; an expired or closed TAP indicates "INVALID on the
bus fare box.
a. If the OCU displays a message with TOO LOW and a Dollar Value
(e.g. $0.50), the fare box will automatically deduct the remaining value
on the card and indicate the amount remaining to be paid.
b. Operator is to quote the remaining fare needed to equal a base fare
and ask the customer to make up the difference.
c. In the case that the TAP Card has NO VALUE ("TOO LOW"
displays) and there is NO cash value remaining, quote the fare and
permit customer to pay cash.
d. If the customer refuses to pay cash after quoting the fare, make a
single punch in the card at one of the corners to indicate that the card
has no stored value cash and no pass on it.
e. If there are already two (2) or more punches on the card, retain the
card and quote the fare. The customer has been advised two times
before of the lack of funds or validity of the card.
f. If this is a regular customer follow normal procedures and notify LASD
as necessary.
6. The customer inserts the value of a day pass (currently $5 for full fare or
$1.80 for seniorldisabled) into the fare box, but the customer has no
TAP card. Customer has valid card, the Operator in unable to load a day
pass due to malfunctioning fare box or other interference, and the
operator verified that the value of the day pass has been inserted into
the fare box.
a. The Operator is to issue an "emergency ticket," which will temporarily
be the "Metro to Muni" interagency transfer with two punches indicating
that it was issued as a fare receipt. The first punch goes onto the black
strip punching out the word " N O T in the phrase "Not Valid on Metro
Bus and Metro Rail." The second punch is the specific date in the
month that the emergency ticket was issued. Shortly, these TLAC-5
documents will be further modified to include emergency transfers.
(See Exhibit 4)
b. It is understood the issuance of these TLAC-5 Metro to Muni transfers
makes these documents extremely valuable and Operators are
required to protect these fare instruments. Keep them in your
possession at all times, especially when leaving the coach for any
reason.
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c. Advise customer that they must obtain a new TAP card in order to use
the system. Indicate that they can obtain one from our customer
service centers.
d. Use the Shift + Number 6 buttons to record the issuance of the fare
receipt. THIS IS MANDATORY AND IS FOR YOUR PROTECTION
WHEN ISSUANCE OF THE FARE RECEIPTS AND FAREBOX
CONTENTS ARE RECONCILED.
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3.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS
a. TAP card - a prepaid stored value or renewable device for use by
customers to pay fares.
b. "Metro to MuniJ'TLAC-5 lnteragency transfer - a paper ticket currently
issued to customers to transfer onto a participating Municipal carrier within 2
hours of issue
c. QUERY - the term used for bus operators to initiate an action on their
Operator Control Unit (OCU) that displays the amount of cash or Metro Pass
on TAP card
d. "TOO LOW" - the term used for a working TAP card that has neither a
valid Metro Pass or adequate stored value cash equivalent to pay the correct
fare
e. "INVALID" - the term used for a TAP card that is either expired or has a
closedlretired account
f. "HOTLIST -the term used for a TAP card that has been purposely
disabled by the TAP Service Center
g. "READ IWRITE ERROR - the term used for a TAP card that cannot be
read by the TAP unit.
h. "PASSBACK -the term used to describe a condition where a customer
successfully TAPS hislher card and then attempts to hand off the card to
another customer to use. The system will lock out that card for a period of 7
minutes.
i. "OCU" -the Operator Control Unit which displays fare information and
allows the operator to select required control functions to record the fare
activity
4.0 RESPONSIBILITIES
Chief Operating Officer Operations - Manages the day to day operation of the Metro
Bus and Rail Systems. These activities include management and implementation of
fare policy and directives governing the rules and procedures for this element of
operations.
5.0 FLOW CHART -- None
6.0 REFERENCES -- None

7.0 ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit 1 - High Level Summary of Fare Scenarios and Operator Action 1 Response
Exhibit 2 - Detailed Table of Actions for Operators
Exhibit 3 -- Tap Card to Be Invalidated By Operator
Exhibit 4 - Paper ticket "Metro to Muni" lnteragency Transfer (TLAC-5) With Punch
Locations
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8.0 PROCEDURE HISTORY

None, first issue
EXHIBIT 1 - HIGH LEVEL SUMMARY OF FARE SCENARIOS AND OPERATOR
ACTION 1 RESPONSE
FARE SCENARIO
Repeat READMIRITE ERROR
Display Screen is blank or does not
respond to the card tapped on the target
Fixed Display - No Change
Money inserted, Customer Does Not
Have a TAP card
Existing TAP Card Does Not Load

TAP Card has two (2) or more punches
TAP Card has continuous READWRITE
Error
TAP Card Displays as Hotlist

OPERATOR ACTIONIRESPONSE
Punch the TAP card one time in the
corner of the card

Issue Fare Receipt in the Form of an
Existing Inter-Agency Transfer
Document; punch date and the word
"NOT" in the black stripe where it says
"NOT VALID1'
Politely Request Customer to Surrender
Card
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EXHIBIT 2 - DETAILED TABLE OF ACTIONS FOR OPERATORS

"PASSBACK (Card is valid)

a TAP issued device; the
TAP OCU display does not

2. Accept fare amounts
deposited in the fare
3. Allow customer to ride
4. Turn in cards
collected to Division
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TAP unit indicates "TOO
LOW - $1.25," or "INVALID,"
or there is NO VALUE on

he fare box will

1. Advise customer that

request customer to

additional fare is
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EXHBIT 3 -TAP CARD TO BE INVALIDATED BY OPERATOR

CORNERS; ONE
PUNCHONLYAT
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EXHIBIT 4 - METRO TO MUNl TRANSFER WITH PUNCH LOCATIONS

Punch out the word "NOT" and
punch the date for which this
emergency ticket is valid. A
revised document for
emergency transfer use will be
made available shortly.
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